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Media Access Australia - Inclusion through technology

‘We believe that all Australians have the right to access all forms of media and information, through technology, so they can participate fully in society.’

Media Access Australia is Australia’s only independent not-for-profit organisation devoted to increasing access to media for people with disabilities. 

At the core of our work is the understanding that exclusion from mainstream audiovisual media has profound effects on educational outcomes, workforce participation and social inclusion.

Access to media through technology empowers people to be independent, gain knowledge, make their own choices, and be active members of our society.

Our expertise

We promote inclusion by providing expert knowledge and advice on existing and emerging mainstream technologies to government, industry, educators, consumer organisations and individuals. 

We demonstrate how media accessibility can be improved in practical ways, by piloting innovative ideas and major projects.  

We work as a catalyst for change in areas of access that include television, DVD, cinema, the arts, education, computing and the Internet, with a primary focus on people who are blind or vision impaired, or Deaf or hearing impaired. 

We seek to improve national and international Internet accessibility standards as a member of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), an international online community where the general public and organisations work together to develop web standards.

We are a national organisation, based in Sydney, with a satellite office in Perth.

Our heritage

Media Access Australia was formed out of the Australian Caption Centre, a not-for-profit organisation co-founded by Adam Salzer and Alexandra Hynes in 1982. 

The Centre aimed to promote and produce captioning for Deaf or hearing impaired Australians. At the Centre’s inception, captions were non-existent, however, over its life the organisation grew to provide captioning services on TV, video and DVD.

In 2005, the Centre sold its commercial operations including captioning services to Red Bee Media, and became Media Access Australia. We no longer provide services to business, allowing us to focus on promoting inclusion without the conflicts of commercial operations. 

As Media Access Australia, our focus broadened to include people who are blind or vision impaired and others who are disadvantaged in access to media. We recognised that, while some needs are different between disabilities, there are important similarities in terms of solutions, technologies, industries and regulation. By focusing on these similarities we can achieve better results for all.

Disclaimer

Statistical information published in The Media Access Report is derived from public sources such as television listings and websites. It has been made available for general use only and is provided without warranty as to its accuracy or currency.  

Submissions


and news items dealing with captioning, audio description and other access services. If you have any material you would like to submit, contact Chris Mikul on (02) 9212 6242, or email chris.mikul@mediaaccess.org.au

The Media Access Report is published by Media Access Australia, Suite 408, 22-36 Mountain Street, Ultimo NSW 2007. Phone/TTY: (02) 9212 6242, Fax: (02) 9212 6289. www.mediaaccess.org.au

If you would like to be put on the mailing list to receive future issues of The Media Access Report, email info@mediaaccess.org.au
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MEDIA ACCESS NEWS


Disney offers audio description for outdoor attractions
Disneyland Resort and Walt Disney World Resort theme park patrons will now be able to receive audio description when outdoors at the attraction parks.
Through a small handheld device, people who are blind or vision impaired can receive description of outdoor locations and choose the type of information they would like to receive. This includes information about attractions, restaurants and entertainment.
The devices, provided at no cost to guests, have been available in over 30 indoor attractions and rides since 2009. They include audio description for the blind and vision impaired, and amplified sound and closed captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired. 

Victorian Government releases access guidelines for colour blindness

The Victorian Department of Planning and Community Development has developed guidelines to improve access to visual materials for people with colour blindness. 

‘Communicating data with colour’ is an aid for graphic designers, cartographers and others who are required to use colour to convey visual information in an accessible way.

Colour blindness affects 8% of men (1 in 12) and up to 1% of women. Colour accessibility ensures that visual information is legible for people with colour blindness.

Victorian Government policy requires that from May 2011, maps and visual data created for public distribution by graphic designers, urban designers, cartographers, researchers, publishers and intranet/internet content managers should be made colour accessible. In cases where the complexity of the map or visual data prevents it from being fully colour accessible, an equivalent, accessible alternative needs to be created in a similar format, and this should be included in the same publication or website.

The international web accessibility standard, W3C WCAG 2.0, requires that colour not be used to convey visual information to ensure access for people who are blind or vision impaired. The Victorian Government has recognised, however, that some pieces of visual information, such as maps and graphs, often require the use of colour, and should therefore be made accessible to people with colour blindness.

The guidelines include comparative examples of how people who have colour blindness may perceive visual information, and practical suggestions for improving accessibility. Some easy improvements suggested include:

	Annotating or labelling information which uses colour to convey meaning

Using appropriate styles and formatting (such as size and patterns) to convey meaning
Using non-ambiguous colour combinations (not using colours which are close together on the colour palette)
‘Communicating date with colour’ can be downloaded from the Victorian Government’s eGovernment Resource Centre website. 

Outrage at decision in JetBlue accessibility case

In a decision that has sent disbelief and anger through the disability community, a United States federal judge has ruled that California anti-discrimination laws do not apply to airline websites and kiosks in the case against JetBlue Airways.

The case was brought against JetBlue Airways in October 2010 for the inaccessibility of its website and airport check-in kiosks for people who are blind or vision impaired.

The judge threw the case out of court based on JetBlue Airlines’ motion to dismiss.
The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities recognises access to information and communications technologies, including the Web, as a basic human right. This ruling strips away the rights of people with disabilities to access JetBlue’s website and kiosks.

More information about the ruling is available from the Law Office of Lainey Feingold.


UK project to help bring music to cochlear implant users 

Cochlear implants help those with severe to profound hearing loss perceive speech but the technology has difficulties communicating the complexities of music. A new initiative in the UK aims to create a series of exercises which will enable notes to be distinguished and enjoyed by the listener. 

The Music Focus Group is holding a series of workshops which will explore the aspects of music which can be appreciated by cochlear users. The findings of the research will then guide the production of music specifically for those with the implants. 

"I have always been interested in how music can be used in a research environment to support people,” said researcher Professor David Nicholls. “It can encourage development and self-belief and boost self-confidence. I am sure our interdisciplinary approach to the challenge will make a real difference to our patients."

The two-year project, based at the University of Southampton’s Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, was funded by an Arts and Humanities Council grant. 

For further information visit the Music Focus Group webpage.                                                                                                                                                                                                        


Federal Government announces support for Arts Access Australia

Arts Access Australia, the national peak body for arts and disability, has been granted $500,000 by the Australian Government to continue its work in improving access and participation in the arts by people with a disability. 

Announced by the Arts Minister, Simon Crean, and the Parliamentary Secretary for Disabilities and Carers, Jan McLucas, the funding will support and promote the work of Arts Access Australia (AAA), including implementation of the National Arts and Disability Strategy.

The Strategy outlines the actions necessary to increase the low level of cultural participation by Australians with a disability, with the investment contributing to directly addressing barriers to participation.  

The funding will also allow AAA to grow the national arts and disability network, as well as introduce a range of new initiatives. These include a national art prize for artists with disability and a national access award to recognise best practice by arts and cultural organisations.

The Tasmanian Government supports arts and disability practice in the state and AAA is encouraging other states and territories to follow this example and commit funds towards achieving the outcomes of the National Arts and Disability Strategy.


CBM offers Christian audio library for people with a print disability

CBM Australia is offering a free Christian audio library service for people with print disabilities, including blindness and vision impairment. 

The service is available to people in Australia and New Zealand, who can sign up to receive free Christian talking books and magazines out of a catalogue of over 1,500 books and 12 magazine titles. These are recorded using the DAISY (Digital Accessible Information System) format and are distributed on disk.

CBM Australia is part of CBM, the world’s largest organisation working for people with disabilities in poor locations around the world.

For more information, see the CBM Australia website. 


The Deafness Forum Captioning Awards 2011

The media industry celebrated a year of achievement on 18 August at the Deafness Forum of Australia Captioning Awards. Leaders from TV networks, caption providers, DVD distributors and community organisations gathered to share in the progress made by the industry towards inclusive media.
The winners for each category were:
	Roma Wood Community Award: Wayne Hawkins, Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN)

DVD captioning: Warner Home Video
Most consistent use of captions: Javier Arriaga, The SubStation
Best promotion of captioning: Ai-Media for Ai-Live
	TV Captioning: Fox Sports for Hyundai A-League

Best new captioning initiative: ABC iView for the iView iPad App and the Australian Communications Exchange for Smart Auslan and captions for the Melbourne Sports Museum
Best event captioning: The Captioning Studio for Go Theatrical
	Best free-to-air TV captioning: the Seven Network for Seven News

Members’ Choice: ABC iView

Presented by comedian and Triple J presenter Tom Ballard, the night was a gala event for the hard working people who contribute to captioned content across Australia.
Veteran captioner, Javier Arriaga was welcomed to the stage by overwhelming applause, reflecting just how respected he is within the industry.
“Javier is undoubtedly the best captioner in Australia, and I think it’s safe to say the best captioner in the world,” said Media Access Australia CEO, Alex Varley, on stage.
When accepting his award for captioning consistency, Arriaga called for the improvement of caption quality across media platforms.
The event was an excellent example of how inclusion can be achieved, with live captioning by CSI and an Auslan interpreter on stage throughout the night.

Behind the words: MAA chats with the best captioner in the business

Caption quality is a contentious issue frequently raised by Australians who are Deaf or hearing impaired. Despite a number of pressures on the industry, many professional captioners continue to approach their work with dedication and passion. 

Deafness Forum Captioning Award winner Javier Arriaga didn’t mean to become a captioner, he just needed a job. After graduating from a mass communications degree all he wanted was something, anything, to do with television. Twenty-three years later, he’s still working tirelessly to supply consistent quality captions. 

“I was looking for something related to television. At first I just liked watching TV but I quickly started to love doing something that people appreciated,” said Arriaga, now Head of Production at The SubStation. “You’re not just doing a job, not just typing away, you’re doing something that people get pleasure out of.”

“To be a good captioner you need excellent English skills, you need to be a good listener and have good general knowledge. You also have to be dedicated, caring and passionate so that you can do the job justice,” said Arriaga. 

Sadly, many captioners aren’t allowed the time which Arriaga’s standards demand. Due to ever tighter budget constraints for providers, captioners are often forced to cut corners. There has been a worrying trend to use live captioning, which can affect caption quality, for content that can be captioned prior to broadcast.

“The real challenge for the industry is to make captions cheaper for the client without losing quality for the viewer. I’m constantly amazed at the talent of voice captioners and stenographers in live captioning, but it’s vital that live captioning only be used for live broadcast. If caption providers try and cut corners then ultimately it’s the viewers who miss out.”

Chris Mikul, Project Manager at Media Access Australia and Arriaga’s former boss, gave more high praise. “I worked with Javi at the Australian Caption Centre for almost twenty years, and he is undoubtedly the hardest working person I know. He’s been known to work through the night to get an urgent captioning job done and he inspires a similar dedication to quality in his staff.”

Arriaga has seen massive changes in the industry, with captions moving from the fringe to the mainstream over the course of his career.  Not only has technology advanced, but legislators and the media have stepped up to the challenge of making entertainment accessible. 

“DVD companies have embraced captions. They were quick to realise that if they don’t include captions then people who are Deaf or hearing impaired won’t buy their DVDs. Companies such as Roadshow, who have achieved 100% captioning, don’t have to caption if they don’t want to. Unlike television, they aren’t bound by quotas so their dedication is really commendable.” 

_________________________________________________________________________

TELEVISION


Ofcom reveals UK television’s spotless access record 

The UK's media and communications regulator, Ofcom, has not reported a breach of access quota requirements on UK television in over 15 months.

British television, including digital terrestrial, subscription and digital multichannels are required to meet specific captioning, sign language and audio description levels as part of their broadcast licence conditions.

Ofcom publishes a bi-monthly Broadcast Bulletin detailing any incidents or breaches of broadcast licence conditions, including requirements for television access services.
The last reported breach was in May 2010, when Box Television, a company running two music channels, was found to have significantly under-captioned its programming between 2007 and 2009 due to a technical fault. The matter was resolved when Box Television committed to captioning 70% of all programming in the future, far in excess of the stipulated 0% and 40% requirements of its two channels.

The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) is currently limited in its ability to investigate captioning problems on Australian television. Following recommendations from the Media Access Review, ACMA is due to gain increased investigation and complaints handling powers to pursue captioning issues later this year. This will bring its powers more in line with those of its British equivalent.


Audio description mandatory on UK Freeview TV receivers

All new HD digital set top boxes and integrated digital TVs sold in the UK will now have to receive audio description to qualify for approval by Freeview (the trademark for free-to-air digital TV services). 

"This is great news for blind and partially sighted people, as AD was always an optional feature available on some digital TVs and set top boxes,” said Raheel Malick, Development Officer (Digital Media) at the Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB).

Audio description is now well established on British television. Most channels which have been broadcasting on digital for ten years are required to audio describe 10% of their programs, but the BBC, Channel 4 and BSkyB have voluntarily committed to doing 20%. 


American disabilities association argues for sensible audio description regulations

The American Association of People with Disabilities (AAPD) has made a submission to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), making numerous recommendations about how audio description should be regulated when it is introduced as a compulsory service on television next year.

Under provisions of the 21st Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010, which was signed into law last October, rules regarding mandatory levels of audio description will be reinstated on 8 October 2011, with required hours of described programming beginning in the first quarter of 2012. AAPD rejects the suggestion made by the National Cable and Telecommunications Association (NCTA), which represents cable TV operators, that the compliance schedule does not allow sufficient time to implement the service, pointing out that the first draft of the Act was available as far back as December 2007.

One of the issues surrounding audio description is when programs should be exempt from the rules because they are ‘near-live’ (i.e. made so close to broadcast time that it becomes impractical to provide audio description, which is difficult to perform live). AAPD supports the FCC’s proposed definition of ‘near-live’ as “programming performed and recorded less than 24 hours prior to the time it is first aired”. However, it supports the American Council of the Blind’s recommendation that a program is not considered ‘near-live’ if it contains more than 66% of pre-recorded content. AAPD also recommends that a live program should be considered ‘live’ only on its first broadcast.

AAPD is not impressed by the suggestion of the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) that it should be up to the FCC to promote audio described programs, noting that it “very much doubts that the NAB expects the vast numbers of consumers without disabilities to contact the Commission for information about TV broadcasts and programming generally”. Instead it recommends the establishment of a common symbol to identify audio described programs, which could be used on program information disseminated across different media.

The full text of AAPD’s submission can be downloaded from the FCC’s website. 


Canadian communications regulator calls for comments on proposed caption quality standards

The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has called for comments on proposed English-language and French-language Caption Quality Standards.

In 2007, the commission introduced a new policy which stated that broadcasters must caption 100% of programs apart from commercials and promos. It also instructed the Canadian Association of Broadcasters to establish caption working groups for the English language market and French-language market, which would include representatives from the broadcasters, distributors, consumer and advocacy groups, and caption providers.

The commission noted that there were some areas on which the English-language working group could not reach consensus. These included: 
	The establishment of a standard so that captions do not block onscreen information

The establishment of an appropriate lag time (i.e. between the dialogue and the corresponding caption appearing on screen).
The definition of an error, method of calculating errors and establishment of an acceptable error rate.
The commission also noted that the proposals of the French-language working group differed in some of these keys areas, including a definition of errors and an acceptable error rate.

The deadline for comments is 14 October 2011. Once the commission approves the guidelines, all television licensees will be required to adhere to them. 

For more information see the CRTC website. 

FCC reminds broadcasters to make emergency information accessible

The US communications and media regulator, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), has published a Public Notice reminding broadcasters, cable and satellite television operators and all other domestic video program providers to provide access services on emergency information.

Given the recent floods and tornados across the United States, the FCC emphasised the importance of ensuring that people who have vision or hearing impairment have access to emergency information, especially all ‘critical details’ pertaining to the emergency, and how to respond.

The requirement applies to all distributors of video programming to American households, with no exceptions. All distributors must ensure the information they provide is accessible, whatever signal or medium they use to distribute it.

For people who are blind or vision impaired, providers must audio describe the main content of any emergency broadcast, similar to an open audio description. If a provider is distributing the emergency information through a ‘crawl’ or ‘scroll’ feed, for example, at the same time as normal programming, the distributor must play an emergency warning tone to alert people who are blind or vision impaired to tune to another source for emergency information.

For people who are Deaf or hearing impaired, any information delivered via audio must be delivered visually also, either through closed or open captions, or through a ‘crawl’ or ‘scroll’ feed. Captions must not obscure ‘crawls’ or ‘scrolls’ and vice versa.


Audio description for mobile devices delayed in the US

The Federal Communications Commission has agreed to a request by the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) that the introduction of an audio description service for mobile digital TV be delayed until October 2013.

The 21st Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 reinstated audio description quotas for television, and the main television services will have to comply with this by 1 July 2012, delivering the service on a second audio channel on set-top boxes. The NAB argued that introducing audio description for mobile TV will be more difficult, as mobile receivers will need to be modified to receive the service.

For more information, see the TVTechnology website.    
_________________________________________________________________________

DVD

Access on new release DVDs

Access to new release DVD titles during the month of July 2011 stood at 30% for audio description and 53% for captioning. A total of 87 titles were researched by Media Access Australia.
The DVD titles released in Australia since May 2011 with audio description include:
	The Adjustment Bureau
	Beastly
	Big Mommas: Like Father Like Son
	Faster
	The Fighter
	From Prada to Nada
	The Green Hornet
	Hall Pass
	Happy Thank You More Please
	How Do You Know
	I Am Number Four
	The Mechanic
	No Strings Attached
	Rabbit Hole
	Rango
	The Rite
	The Romantics
	Sanctum
	Season of the Witch
	Tamara Drewe
	The Three Next Days
	True Grit
	Tunnel 
	Unstoppable
	Wasted on the Young
	Yogi Bear

_________________________________________________________________________


EDUCATION


Captions boost inclusion during National Literacy and Numeracy Week 

NSW Senator the Hon Ursula Stephens, Patron of Media Access Australia’s cap that! Campaign, urged teachers to “turn captions on” in the classroom to boost literacy and inclusive learning as a start to National Literacy and Numeracy Week 2011.

Speaking on 29 August at Toowong State School in Brisbane, which has a high number of Deaf and hearing impaired students and where one in five students receive English as a Second Language (ESL) support, former teacher Senator Stephens called for educators around Australia to set captions to ON as standard practice in the classroom.

Senator Stephens said, “Over two decades of classroom teaching, I’ve seen the power and potential of captions for learning, stretching across the inclusion of hearing impaired students to other students as well. I’ve successfully used captioning with early learners, with students from non-English speaking backgrounds, in adult literacy classes, with visual learners and students who had learning difficulties.”

While captions are vital for people who are Deaf or hearing impaired, using them in educational settings can also boost general literacy and comprehension skills by linking written words to sounds and images. Teachers can apply this tool to help bridge the gap for the 600,000 ESL students in Australian schools and approximately 10,000 hearing impaired students studying in mainstream schools, while benefiting literacy and learning for all students.

“Captions are a simple, cost-effective and readily available resource. So turning the captions on is an inclusive practice that can and should become part of every classroom,” said the Senator.

cap that! promotes the simple concept of turning on captions on DVDs, TV shows and online videos used in the classroom for improved literacy and learning benefits for all students. For more information about cap that! Go to: http://www.capthat.com.au/


Khan Academy adds Universal Subtitles to website

People who are Deaf and hearing impaired may now have access to over 2,400 education videos produced by Khan Academy, after Universal Subtitles was integrated with each video to support captions and subtitles.

Salman Khan, founder of the academy, is not only expanding his reach into the non-English speaking world. He also makes his greatly popular education videos accessible to people who are Deaf or hearing impaired. His global initiative is supported by Universal Subtitles, an NGO focusing on web accessibility through captioning. 

Universal Subtitles is based on the concept of crowd-sourcing captions. Any person can caption a video that is integrated with Universal Subtitles using a user-friendly captioning editor. Captions can be peer-reviewed and re-edited, if necessary. The concept is very similar to Wikipedia where users contribute, edit and update content.

On the Khan Academy website, you can select English captions or subtitles in different languages via a menu that is available on each video.  Some videos already offer a wide variety of languages; some have not been captioned as yet.

Universal Subtitles was launched by Participatory Culture Foundation last year and has already empowered more than 100,000 video transcriptions. 


US universities lead the way on classroom captions 

Support for closed captions is sweeping US universities and colleges as educators catch on to the benefits of accessible tools for all students. Using a number of methods, the universities are demonstrating how captions can be easily implemented in the classroom.  
Universities are responding to increasing demand from students who are Deaf or hearing impaired, but are also seeing the potential for the student body at large. Captions for lectures and multimedia are proving beneficial for students who speak English as a second language or study by distance. 

There have been a number of technical advances which have made captioning easier to implement. George Mason University has begun using remote Communication Access Real-time Translation (CART) services which, like Red Bee Media’s Live Remote Captioning service in Australia, relay the audio to a trained captioner. This is then converted to text and accessed via a secure website, providing the lecture content in near to real time. 

For George Mason, the more cost effective route of automation is the future for its captioning program. The inaccuracy of voice-recognition software will be counterbalanced by staff who edit the transcript before it is made available. This occurs with a delay of about 45 minutes for a one-hour lecture. Systems such as McGraw Hill’s Tegrity allow lecture audio to be searched via keywords, decreasing the need for accompanying written notes and increasing the efficiency of lectures for all students. 

When Yale University chose to make lectures freely available to the public via YouTube it included captions for each lecture. The decision is an important endorsement of accessibility and inclusion from an influential institution. 


Captioned online videos promote assistive technologies for learning
A Canadian education group has provided eight online captioned videos promoting the use of assistive technology for students for reading, writing and other school work.
The Assistive Technology Support Initiative by the Ottawa Network for Education (ONFE) works with the province of Ontario’s formal education system to enhance the academic success of students through the use of computer-based assistive technology for school work.   
Assistive technology can help people with disabilities perform tasks and functions that they may not otherwise be able to do. ONFE has developed the videos to demonstrate the various functions that assistive technology can have in the classroom. 
The eight short videos cover uses of assistive technology such as mind mapping software for planning essays, advanced editing software for editing, and speech-to-text software for verbal thinkers. The videos are suitable for students from elementary (aged 6) through to tertiary level. They can be viewed at: http://www.scriptreaction.com/clients/ocri/students/videos/

New Captioning Studio and Echo360 partnership brings captions to university students

The Captioning Studio in partnership with Echo360 has launched a lecture recording system aimed at benefiting university students with hearing loss and those with English as a second language. 

With many lectures now routinely recorded so that students can review them in their own time, hearing impaired students will benefit from the captioning service by being able to read the transcript of the recordings as a part of their studies. Students who struggle with accents will benefit from the added captions and potentially pick up new vocabulary. 

The importance of captioning is being increasingly recognised by educators and suppliers of online learning systems. The Captioning Studio has adapted its captioning service and systems to meet the needs of the online learning marketplace. 

Trials of The Captioning Studio’s system started earlier this year, with several Australian universities taking part in the process.

“We felt that it was important to make it simple for our clients to access the service, and we have been working with partners like Echo360 to make our service a seamless part of the lecture recording process,” said Nari Jennings, co-founder of The Captioning Studio. 

“With our system, university staff need only flag a course of lectures for captioning and the rest of the process (from the university’s point of view) is completely automated. We have trialled the service with a number of Australian universities and the feedback has been overwhelmingly positive.”

Echo360 is one of the leading suppliers of lecture recording systems worldwide. "Echo360 is delighted to have partnered with The Captioning Studio for the captioning of EchoSystem lecture recordings," says Jocasta Williams, Director, ANZ Operations, Echo360.  

The service, which uses human editors to correct automatic speech recognition, starts at $2 per minute of recording. The Echo360 system is already installed in over 1,500 tertiary classrooms in Australia.

For more information, see the Echo360 website. 


Florida State University sued for inaccessible eLearning system

Florida State University is the latest US institution to be sued under the Americans with Disabilities Act for failing to provide learning materials that were accessible to two blind students.

The students, Christopher S. Toth and Jamie A. Principato, were unable to access homework and tests in a mathematics class because the eLearning system, eGrade, was incompatible with screen reader technology. Furthermore, students were required to use small remote-control ‘clickers’ to answer multiple-choice questions during lectures, which were also not accessible to Toth and Principato.

The students’ case was filed with help from the National Federation of the Blind, which has filed similar accessibility complaints against other institutions. 

A recent report by the Accessible Technology Initiative at California State University has cautioned US universities on campus-wide adoption of Google’s Apps for Education based on the accessibility issues found in these products.

The ATI Google Apps Accessibility Evaluation Project tested the accessibility of Gmail Chat, Google Calendar, Google Sites and Google Docs using automated, manual and user testing with screen readers.

The report showed a number of accessibility issues are present in the Google Apps suite, and based on these results made the following recommendations:

	Limiting use of Google Documents, Spreadsheets, Presentations, Forms, Calendar, Sites and Gmail Chat for students

Limiting use of Google Documents, Spreadsheets, Presentations and Calendar to administration only
Limiting adoption or use of Forms, Sites and Gmail Chat for all users
For more details about these issues, as well as ‘workarounds’ that can be used to improve the user experience for persons with disabilities, see the ATI Google Apps Accessibility Evaluation report. 
More information about the case against Florida State University can be found in The Chronicles of Higher Education. 


WA invests $4m in classroom accessibility technology 

The West Australian Government has promised $4m for interactive whiteboards (IWBs) in the state’s public schools. IWBs, which use touchscreen functionality, offer interactivity and multimedia capabilities which not only boost student engagement but allow for easy use of assistive technology, such as captions. 

WA Education Minister Liz Constable said that IWBs are particularly beneficial for students with special needs, including those with intellectual disabilities and autism spectrum disorders. “Students with autism are visual and the technology allows teachers to run image-based programs on the screen.”
IWBs are used in Media Access Australia’s Classroom Access Project, a series of prototype classrooms in mainstream schools which exemplify how technology can best be used to fully include Deaf and hearing impaired students. 

Media Access Australia’s Education Manager, Anne McGrath, explained IWBs’ application in the classroom. “The combination of image, text and sound allows students maximum opportunity to understand the information presented. Captions displayed on the whiteboard provide context for learning, allowing students to demonstrate their knowledge.” 

“This technology allows flexibility and creativity in presentation of content, and appeals to a variety of students’ learning styles: visual, auditory when displaying downloadable and video content, and kinaesthetic, involving touch by both students and teachers,” said McGrath. 
IWBs come at an estimated cost of $9000 per unit and so the $4m investment is substantial and will ensure that WA public schools remain on par with schools nationally. 

_________________________________________________________________________

CINEMA & THE ARTS


Theatre Development Fund awarded grant to expand its captioning services

The Broadway, US-based Theatre Development Fund has been awarded a grant to partner with 11 regional theatres in a national theatre captioning initiative.

In response to numerous requests from arts organisations outside New York, the not-for-profit Theatre Development Fund (TDF) developed the National Open Captioning Initiative. The initiative targets regional areas where captioned theatre is not in use, and provides organisations with the skills to provide the captioning service and raise awareness of the value of open captions.

The National Endowment for the Arts, an independent agency of the Federal Government, recognised the significance of TDF’s grant application for the initiative, and has recommended a grant of $30,000. 

In expanding its services outside of New York City, TDF’s Executive Director, Victoria Bailey, said, “After TDF first introduced open captioning on Broadway in 1997, we realised that there was a great need for the service to help people with mild to severe hearing loss fully enjoy live performance, not only in New York, but across the country.”

TDF’s captioning model uses an electronic text display placed on the side of the stage showing the actors’ dialogue and singing, and production sound effects simultaneous with the performance.

For the upcoming 2011/2012 theatre season, the National Open Captioning Initiative will caption 68 performances in 11 regional theatres, including theatres in Tennessee, Alabama and Oregon.

Read more on the Broadway World website. 


American cinema chain to provide captioning and audio description in theatres nationwide 

Leading motion picture exhibitor Regal Entertainment Group, which owns and operates the largest theatre circuit in the United States, has announced that it will install personal captioning and audio description technologies in all its digital cinema locations by the end of 2012.

The rollout of these access solutions will take place in conjunction with the group’s digital cinema rollout, and will be available for widespread use in America over the next 12 to 18 months.

Chief Administrative Officer and Counsel Randy Smith said, “Almost every Regal location nationwide will be fully equipped with digital cinema systems and be further equipped to provide closed captions and descriptive video for our deaf, hard of hearing and blind guests.”
Regal has also partnered with Captionfish, leading captioned movie search engine, as a resource for publicising accessible session times. 

The Regal Entertainment Group press release can be read on the Business Wire website. 


Sony’s caption glasses for movies receive positive feedback 
Over the last year or so Sony has been working on glasses to deliver cinema captions to the Deaf and hearing impaired. As the development of the glasses nears the stage of commercial availability they have received favourable consumer feedback. 
The glasses were road tested by Charlie Swinbourne, a British movie fan who uses captions. The good thing about them is that you’re not refocusing,” said Swinbourne. “It doesn’t feel like the words are really near and the screen is far away. It feels like they’re together.”
Sony’s Tim Potter, who is helping design the glasses, explained, “What we do is put the closed captions or the subtitles onto the screen of the glasses so it’s super-imposed on the cinema screen, [making it look] like the actual subtitles are on the cinema screen.”
In Australia, the move to digital cinema and the changing from open to closed captions as part of the Cinema Access Implementation Plan (CAIP) has created a lot of discussion in the general community, as at this point in time CaptiView is the only compatible device available to local movie fans. The Sony glasses potentially offer a different caption delivery option to exhibitors, and the CAIP includes a commitment to evaluate new technologies as they emerge.

_________________________________________________________________________

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY


NVDA proven a more robust screen reader than Thunder

The American Foundation for the Blind TECH lab recently compared the performance of two free screen readers, NonVisual Desktop Access (NVDA) and Thunder, with NVDA shown to provide the better experience for screen reader users.

The lab’s researchers tested NVDA and Thunder for Microsoft Windows on common tasks users perform on a daily basis. They compared the two products in categories such as email, Microsoft Word and Excel, online banking, travel booking, iTunes, Amazon and Bookshare, as well as general web browsing.

The results of the comparison showed that NVDA handles most common tasks more effectively and efficiently than Thunder. The NVDA web browsing experience is very similar to that of commercial screen readers JAWS and Window-Eyes. It is faster and easier to use with the Microsoft Office suite than Thunder. While both screen readers had some problems navigating around iTunes and the travel site they were tested on, NVDA provided more accurate feedback via synthetic speech in both cases.

NVDA is an open-source screen reader that enables anyone to contribute to its development. Media Access Australia recently launched the first free training resource for the NVDA screen reader: a ‘wikispace’ that provides a step-by-step guide to installing and using the free assistive technology. The wiki is open to contributions from users who have knowledge about how people can easily use Windows applications with NVDA. 

For more information, please see our access review of NVDA. 


Apple continues to improve accessibility of iOS  

A new feature in the latest beta release of iOS 5, the operating system for the iPad and iPhone, provides on-screen replacements for various button functions, such as the home button. 

The control panel, called Assistive Touch, will assist users who may have trouble using the standard gestures or the physical buttons on the iPad. For example, instead of using the swipe action (gesture) to move from screen to screen, you can tap on an icon instead. This may increase accessibility for users with a physical disability. 

Once the feature is turned on in the accessibility settings, you can tap on a designated corner on the device to bring up the control panel.

Assistive Touch has four options in total:

	Home – returns you to the home screen

Gestures – allows you to customise gestures 
Favourites – gives access to default and customised gestures via a single tap
Device – gives access to lock screen, volume up and down, shake and rotate screen via a single tap
There is some speculation about whether this feature is a precursor to Apple removing physical buttons (such as the Home button) from future iOS devices. If this were to happen, it could negatively impact on people who are blind and vision impaired who can, for example, triple click the home button to turn accessibility features on and off. At the moment though, Assistive Touch does not replicate all functions performed by physical buttons, and there is no word from Apple of any intention to remove physical buttons.

Apple has continued to improve the accessibility features in iOS since June 2009. This control panel adds to the extensive list of already existing accessibility features in iOS 4 that enable people with disabilities to use their mobile devices. 


Accessible web browser and music player for Android released as standalone apps

Android users who are blind or vision impaired can now purchase Code Factory’s Accessible Web Browser and the new Accessible Music Player as standalone apps from the Android Market.

Accessible Web Browser was first released in March as part of Mobile Accessibility, a suite of ten accessible applications including a screen reader for Android. Due to popular demand, Accessible Web Browser is now available for individual download from the Android Market for AU$21.07.

Accessible Music Player is a new app that has a simple and intuitive design, allowing easy navigation between songs, artists and albums. The music player audibly lists all the music on the memory card in your Android smartphone. The Accessible Music Player is available from the Android Market for AU$6.59.

For more information, read the media release about Accessible Web Browser and Accessible Music Player from Code Factory.

The two new apps are moves in the right direction for Android devices, which have lagged behind Apple’s devices in terms of accessibility. 


Nokia unveils plans to include voice-to-text feature

Nokia has recently announced plans to include a voice-to-text feature on its new Windows Phones, a feature that could have a positive impact on sighted and vision impaired people alike.

The feature will allow users to compose text messages verbally and send, read or ignore incoming text messages using verbal commands. While the President of Nokia USA, Chris Weber, has suggested this feature could have a positive impact on unsafe driving, it may also allow people who are blind or vision impaired to compose texts more quickly and easily. The exact launch date of the feature has not yet been set.

The announcement may be in response to the 21st Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 which forces all US manufacturers of mobile devices to include accessible features. The voice-to-text feature has resulted from the partnership between Nokia and Microsoft, which joined forces to reverse their slowing sales in smartphone technologies.

The most accessible mainstream smartphone on the market for people who are blind or vision impaired is the Apple iPhone. The device includes a highly sophisticated screen reader, full-screen magnifier and white on black for higher contrast. Due to market pressure and legislative change, accessibility is now a key point of competition for the industry. 


Gmail for Android is now more accessible

Google has released an update to Gmail on Android that improves its accessibility for people who are blind or vision impaired in its smartphones and tablets.

According to Google Mobile, accessibility in Gmail for Android now includes the following features:

	There are a number of shortcut keys for common actions, including reply, reply to all, forward and compose.

A trackball, arrow keys or D-pad may also be used to navigate through the conversation list or through the message content and buttons.
Once TextToSpeech has been enabled, messages are read out aloud, including the subject and email snippet in the Conversation List, and content of emails in the Conversation View.
The updates to Gmail for Android are being added to existing releases of Android, including Android 2.2 (Froyo) and Android 2.3 (Gingerbread). You can update your Gmail for Android app now via the Android Market. These Gmail developments are the next in a series of improvements to Android’s accessibility.  


Accessible Twitter changes name to Easy Chirp

Accessible Twitter, the popular web application that helps people with disabilities to access Twitter, will now go by the name Easy Chirp.

According to the press release, the name change is due to several reasons, mainly, that Twitter rules of use for third-party applications do not allow the word ‘Twitter’ in the name of the application. Secondly, the word ‘easy’ is simpler to understand than ‘accessible’, especially to those not in the accessibility or disability communities. Finally, the new name is considerably shorter, especially important with the 140-character limit in Twitter statuses, better known as tweets.

The Easy Chirp website – www.easychirp.com – essentially works the same way as Accessible Twitter, including features such as direct messaging, URL-shortening, running and saving searches, viewing popular links and providing full support for lists.


Apple announces iOS 5 with accessibility improvements

The new version of Apple’s mobile operating system, iOS 5 for iPhone, iPod and iPod touch, has been announced with new and improved accessibility features for people with disabilities.

New accessibility features in iOS 5 include:

	Support for specialised hardware accessories for people with mobility, hearing, vision and cognitive disabilities

LED flash and custom vibration settings that let people who are Deaf or hearing impaired see or feel when someone is calling
Improvements to VoiceOver, including custom element labelling that enables you to add personalised spoken labels for menu options (e.g. an unlabelled button)
These features add to the already extensive list of accessibility features in iOS 4 which has made iPhone the smartphone of choice for people who are vision or hearing impaired. Key features include a high quality screen reader and screen magnifier for people who are blind or vision impaired, and FaceTime, which allows people who are Deaf or hearing impaired to video chat using Auslan.


Users and industry rush to support NVDA 

NV Access, the developer of the free NVDA screen reader, has received over US$21,000 in donations from users in addition to funding from several organisations since its request in January. This has led to a number of improvements to accessibility for those who are blind or vision impaired. 

One of the supporting organisations is software company Adobe which has contracted NV Access to enhance NVDA's support for Adobe products. This will improve access to PDFs, electronic forms, e-books and other digital documents for users who are blind or vision impaired. NV Access will also work on improving Adobe Flash Player’s accessibility issues.

Mozilla has provided NV Access with a US$80,000 grant to improve NVDA’s support for rich text editing and document browsing. The cooperation with Mozilla will also ensure the screen reader will be updated along with new developments of Firefox and other Mozilla applications.

NVDA is the most advanced free screen reader for Windows, with the number of people using NVDA as their primary screen reader increasing by nearly 300% to 8.6% over a 14 month period according to WebAIM’s screen reader survey. In addition, 60.4% of respondents indicated that free or low-cost screen readers such as NVDA are a viable alternative to commercial screen readers like JAWS.

“NV Access has had a very close relationship with Mozilla in the past, and looks forward to working closely with Mozilla again this year to help maintain and improve the accessibility of Mozilla products, and the stability and usability of the NVDA screen reader,” said Michael Curran, President of NV Access and lead developer for NVDA.

Online media company Yahoo! has funded further developments in NVDA’s support for WAI-ARIA which will improve not only the latest version of Yahoo! Mail but will benefit other websites using similar functions and thus improve the overall screen reader user experience.
As NV Access’s products are free, this latest funding will allow the organisation to continue for another year. Further funding and donations are needed to secure its growth in the future.

_________________________________________________________________________


ONLINE MEDIA

CNN.com sued for not captioning online videos

Disability Rights Activists (DRA), a California-based non-profit group, is suing Time Warner on the grounds that CNN.com is discriminating against Deaf and hearing impaired people by not captioning its online videos.

DRA is representing the Greater Los Angeles Agency and three individual plaintiffs in the lawsuit, which alleges that Time Warner is violating California’s Unruh Civil Rights Act and Disabled Person’s Act.  

“Time Warner’s refusal to provide captioning of its videos is astounding given how central the Internet is in today’s communications environment,” said DRA attorney Anne Levine.


Deaf advocacy group sues Netflix for not captioning videos

The National Association of the Deaf (NAD) is suing Netflix, the largest provider of on-demand video in the US, for failing to provide captions on most of its titles.

“For people who are deaf or hard of hearing, captions are like ramps for people with wheelchairs,” said the association’s lawyer, Arlene Mayerson. Despite repeated requests from the NAD since 2009, only about 5% of Netflix’s streaming titles are captioned, with the company blaming the delay on technical difficulties. Captioned titles can be searched for on the Phlixie website. 

The lawsuit follows the announcement last week that another advocacy group and three individuals are suing Time Warner for online content not being captioned on CNN.com. (See previous story.)

Netflix is only available to US residents at present.


Blip.tv provides closed captions

The US-based Blip.tv, one of the leading platforms for original web series, has launched a new media player which supports closed captions.

While only a limited number of Blip.tv series have captions at the moment, those that do include some of its most popular shows such as the science fiction series Red vs. Blue. Captions are uploaded to Blip.tv by the program creators, and activated by viewers via the ‘CC’ button on the media player.

Blip.tv programs can be viewed in Australia: http://blip.tv/


Facebook excludes Deaf and hearing impaired by not supporting captioning

The announcement that the Warner Bros. web series Aim High will be aired exclusively via Facebook video has sparked a new fight to get Facebook video to support closed captions.
The current lack of support for closed captions on Facebook means that people who are Deaf and hearing impaired are being excluded from watching any online videos using Facebook. Support for closed captions on social media platforms like Facebook is becoming increasingly important as web series produced exclusively for online media become more prevalent among big entertainment companies.

Although the 21st Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 requires all captioned television programs to be captioned when delivered online, it does not require original web series to include captions. As a result, people who are Deaf or hearing impaired may be left out of new online television.

Deaf advocates and consumer rights activists have been campaigning for online media 
platforms to include captioning support for online video content with some success. In May this year, Netflix added captions to their iOS app, and Blip.tv announced support for closed captions. (See previous story.) 

Neither Warner Bros. nor Facebook have replied to comments made by Deaf advocates.


Australian Government’s web accessibility efforts recognised through award

The Australian Government Information Management Organisation (AGIMO) is a recipient of one of Vision Australia's 2011 ‘Making a Difference Awards’ for its work in web accessibility.
The Making a Difference Award is given to organisations which have shown outstanding support for people who are blind or vision impaired.

AGIMO has been working for a number of years to increase awareness of web accessibility for government and the commercial sector. Recently, it was tasked with developing and managing a whole-of-government strategy to bring government websites in line with the latest international web accessibility standards, the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0.

The Web Accessibility National Transition Strategy requires all federal, state and territory websites to conform to WCAG 2.0 to meet Single A level by the end of 2012, and all federal websites to confirm to WCAG 2.0 to meet Double A level by the end of 2014.

As part of this work, AGIMO commissioned a study into the Accessibility of the Portable Document Format (PDF) for people with a disability which has led Adobe to place PDF accessibility at the top of their research and development schedule according to Vision Australia.


WA and Victorian governments commit to web accessibility

The West Australian Government has formally announced that it will aim to achieve WCAG 2.0 ‘A’ or ‘AA’ compliance by the end of 2013 across the whole wa.gov.au domain.  

The types of websites that fall under the requirements include public facing websites, intranets and extranets. While ‘A’ level is the minimal requirement for these sites, the Government has identified ‘AA’ as the preferred option.  

The WA strategy is based on the Federal Government’s National Transition Strategy (NTS), released by the Australian Government in 2010. (See previous article for further details.) 

Further information on the WA government accessibility initiatives can be viewed on the WA Public Sector accessibility website. 

The Victorian Government has also released an update to its Accessibility Standard that requires all Victorian Government websites to conform to the latest version of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.0).

The Accessibility Standard applies to all Internet sites including channels, portals and sub-domains of all departments and four inner budget agencies.

Accessible websites ensure content is available to a wider audience and assist people with disabilities to fully interact with it. They also increase the usability of a site and comply with the law and the requirement of the Disability Discrimination Act that information be provided to all people without discrimination on the basis of disability.

The Web Accessibility National Transition Strategy, along with the Australian Human Rights Commission’s endorsement of WCAG 2.0, has increased the awareness of and commitment to web accessibility amongst Australian companies and organisations. The implementation of the strategy will enhance the experience of Australian websites for all users. 


Update to ABC iView for iPad supports closed captions

The latest update to the ABC iView app for the iPad now allows you to watch prime time ABC TV programs with closed captions.

iView is the ABC’s online ‘catch-up’ service on which  ABC TV shows and exclusive iView programs can be viewed online. The iView website accessed via a personal computer has supported closed captions since March 2010. Until now, captions were not available to iPad users.

ABC is currently the only free-to-air network with a catch-up service that supports captions. This is in contrast to the UK and US, which have seen multiple online players provide levels of captioning ahead of Australia.

The latest version of ABC iView for the iPad can be downloaded from iTunes. Closed captions can be enabled in the app by selecting an option in the info menu at the top right.


US access committee reports on Internet video captioning

The Video Programming Accessibility Advisory Committee has released a report to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which proposes a timetable for the compulsory closed captioning of all Internet video content originally broadcast with captions on American television.

The committee’s report was one of the requirements of the 21st Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act, which was signed into law by President Obama in October 2010. Now that the FCC has the report, it has six months to set new closed captioning rules.
Once the rules are in place, the committee has proposed the following schedule for the mandatory captioning of TV programming distributed on the Internet.

	Within 6 months, all prerecorded programming which has not been edited

Within 12 months, all live and near live programming
Within 18 months, all prerecorded programming which has been substantially edited
The report also discusses some of the technical issues and requirements relating to closed captioning on the Internet, and recent developments in the area.

In Australia, the ABC’s iView is currently the only Internet ‘catch-up’ TV service which provides closed captions. 


Low vision people often disregarded online

An American academic has claimed that the web experience for people who are vision impaired is suffering because they are being mistakenly grouped together with blind people when it comes to accessibility.

In an article discussing the myths about low vision, Wayne Dick, Professor of Computer Science at California State University, writes that advocacy groups, governments, institutions and even the W3C WCAG Working Group focus on the accommodations necessary for people who are blind to the exclusion of the needs of people with vision impairment.

For website purposes, there are two categories of people with vision impairment: visual readers with vision impairment and non-visual readers with vision impairment. Many of the accommodations made for people who are blind can be beneficial for non-visual readers. However, they are usually not helpful for visual readers with low vision, who have different needs.

To address these issues, the article looks at the myths of people with vision impairment, namely:

	People with vision impairments need text alternative for non-text content

People with vision impairment use screen magnification for their primary accommodation
Large print with word wrapping allows access 
People with vision impairments always need keyboard access
If you see the print in a document, then you can read and finish the document
Dick concludes by stating, “Standard bodies and policy makers will have to rethink their approach to low vision accessibility.” 

Read the full article on myths about low vision on the Knowbility website. 


YouTube expands automatic captioning to other languages

YouTube, which introduced automatic captions for English language videos in 2009, has now expanded the service to Japanese videos.

The captions are created using Google’s speech recognition technology, and while the quality is variable, video owners can download the caption files and edit them. Caption files can also be translated into 50 other languages. In March this year, YouTube began rolling out automatic captioning to all the English language videos it hosts. Video owners can speed up the process by clicking on a ‘request processing’ button.

YouTube is planning to expand automatic captions to other languages. For more information, see the GigaOM website. 


CAPTCHAs shown to yet again impede accessibility

The question of accessible CAPTCHAs has been raised once again as they are shown to impede ticket purchase on the 2012 London Olympic website.

A CAPTCHA is a challenge-response test that was originally created to ensure that the response given was from a human rather than from a computer. A common type of 
CAPTCHA requires that the user type letters or digits from a distorted image that appears on the screen. People who are blind and vision impaired can listen to an audio alternative, provided that option is available.

AbilityNet, a charity helping adults and children with disabilities use computers and the Internet, has found that the audio alternative on the 2012 London Olympic website could stop people who are blind or vision impaired purchasing tickets. According to Robin Christopherson, AbilityNet Head of Digital Inclusion, the audio alternative was distorted to a point where he couldn’t work out the words that were being spoken that would enable him to pass the ‘CAPTCHA test’.

Others have been commenting on the inaccessibility of CAPTCHAs. Paul Boag, owner of Headscape, made the following key points:

	When you click on the audio version of the CAPTCHA, there is no explanatory text.

Like on the 2012 London Olympic website, it is hard to understand an audio CAPTCHA due to distortion.
Users cannot refresh the CAPTCHA to generate a new test.
The icon to access the audio version of the CAPTCHA is a wheelchair icon, an image that has no relationship to the auditory CAPTCHA needed by people who are blind or vision impaired.
There are more accessible CAPTCHA systems available that make it easier for all users, such as the Textcaptcha (based on logic questions) and DISTCHA, which asks you to slide an icon across the screen with either mouse or keyboard. Neither Google nor the Olympic committee are using these alternatives.


Canadian Government launches new standard on web accessibility

The Canadian Government has announced that all public facing government websites will comply with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 level AA. The new requirements came into effect on 1 August 2011 and will be implemented in three phases over two years.
 
The Standard on Web Accessibility outlines the requirements for government departments, and is supported by a guidance document outlining specific deliverables, tools and solutions. The Government suggested that the departments start implementing the guidelines immediately, giving priority to core content and most important information. All the web pages published after 11 October 2011 must be in compliance with the WCAG 2.0 AA.

The Standard on Web Accessibility has exempted live video captions, audio description, complex maps, images of text (logos) and video content provided exclusively for reuse by media. It also allows a grace period of 10 days for captioning of pre-recorded video to allow for quick distribution.

Accessible websites ensure content is available to a wider audience and assist people with disabilities to gain access to information and services. The Canadian Government states that, “By applying the Standard on Web Accessibility, the Government will be making its online information and services increasingly accessible to all Canadians.”

In November 2010, a blind woman from Toronto took legal action against the Canadian Government after discovering she could not apply for a federal job online or complete the 2006 census. The court found that government websites were not compliant with accessibility standards and this constituted a breach of equality rights. It ordered that all federal government websites be made accessible to visually impaired users.

The Standard on Web Accessibility can be read on the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat website. 


Olympics video magazine provides level playing field for Deaf and hearing impaired

AUS Contenders, a new video magazine which profiles athletes in training for the London 2012 Olympic Games, has announced it will caption all its videos.  

The AUS Contenders website will feature a new athlete each weekday until late 2011/early 2012, to coincide with the first Australian athletes being selected for the London Olympics.

Andrew Reid, Website Producer & Coordinator, Communications, said, “By providing captions for the AUS Contenders videos we can better spread the message of sport for all. The captions have made our videos accessible to a wider audience and now more people can engage with Australia’s finest athletes and follow their journeys to London 2012.”

The videos show athletes talking about their goals, setbacks, motivation, previous Olympics experience and training regimes. “The Australian Olympic Committee aims to promote the Olympic ideals and values to all through sport, said Reid. “With the AUS Contenders video magazine, people of all ages and backgrounds can draw inspiration from the athletes striving to compete on the Australian Olympic Team in 2012.” 

The captioned videos will be archived on the site for the entire Games period. They can be viewed at the London Olympic Games website. 
_______________________________________________________________________

Glossary

Audio description: The descriptive narration of all the visual elements of a TV    
program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the blind or vision impaired. AD may be pre-recorded and delivered as an option for television programs or DVDs, or it may be performed live (e.g. for a theatrical performance). 

Captions: A transcription of the audio elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, 
performance or other media, giving access for the Deaf and hearing impaired. Unlike subtitles, captions include song lyrics, descriptions of sound effects and music, and are often positioned and coloured so as to make it easier for the viewer to identify who is speaking. Captions may be divided into:
	Open captions: Captions which are ‘burnt onto’ a video or digital image and will be seen by anyone who looks at it, and

Closed captions: Captions which a viewer chooses to see (e.g. by accessing teletext captions on TV, or activating the captions on a DVD).   

Signing: Access to a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media via a 
signer using one of the various Deaf sign languages, e.g. Auslan (Australian Sign Language). Some TV programs in the US and UK have a signer occupying a space on the screen.

Stenocaptioner: A highly trained captioner who captions live programs using a 
stenographic keyboard.

Subtitles: This generally refers to English translations of foreign language TV 
programs or movies, presented as text at the bottom of the screen. It can also be a straight transcription of the dialogue of an English language program (this is a common feature on DVDs). Note however that captions are often called subtitles in the UK and other parts of Europe. 

Teletext: The broadcast data delivery system used in Australia to transmit captions 
on analog television. 

Acronyms

AAA 		Arts Access Australoa
AAPD		American Association of People with Disabilities
ACCAN	Australian Communications Consumer Action Network
ACE		Australian Communication Exchange
ACMA		Australian Communications and Media Authority
AD		Audio description
AGIMO	Australian Government Information Management Organisation
AHRC		Australian Human Rights Commission
CAIP	Cinema Access Implementation Plan
CART	Communication Access Real-time Transcription
CRTC	Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
DCMP	Described and Captioned Media Program (US)
DRA		Disability Rights Activists (US)
FCC		Federal Communications Commission (US)
MAA		Media Access Australia
NAB		National Association of Broadcasters (US)
NAD		National Association of the Deaf (US)
NCAM		National Center for Accessible Media (US)
NVDA		Non-Visual Desktop Access
RNIB		Royal National Institute of Blind People (UK)
TDF		Theatre Development Fund (US)
W3C		Worldwide Web Consortium
WCAG		Web Content Accessibility Guidelines


